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Abstract
The open source software phenomenon can be studied from a variety of perspectives. Given that
much of the work on open source project has been accomplished by volunteers, one popular thread
has been to examine the motivation of those who engage in open source software development. If
motivation wanes, predictably there would be fewer contributions to open source projects. This paper
reviews relevant literature on open source software, highlighting a recently published study that offers
a prescription for future research based on social practice theory. The literature review herein also
examines research on the motivation of computer programmers, the motivation of volunteers, and the
personality of programmers. Next this paper weaves together those various research threads. This
paper concludes with recommendations for a different direction for expanding the research on open
source software developers’ motivation by blending the extensive findings on job design of computer
programming positions, research on motivation of volunteers, and research on programmer
personalities. The paper ends with recommendations for future research hypotheses.
Keywords: open source software, programmer, motivation, work design, volunteerism
1. INTRODUCTION
The open source software (OSS) movement has
grown over three decades—longer if free
software (FS) is included—to the point where
OSS resulted in $60 billion annual consumer
savings in 2008 (OSS, 2012). Nearly 32,000
developers had contributed over five billion
bytes of OSS code by 2002, with 74% of the
code contributed by 10% of the developers
(OSS, 2012). The advent of the Open Source
Initiative (OSI) in 1998 formalized structure of
the OSS community and quality of the software
produced through standards and licensing (OSI,
2012). A few years ago, it was assumed that
most of the OSS code is contributed by
volunteers on their own time (OSS, 2012).
In the past few years, the situation has changed.
A 2004 InformationWeek survey “found that

67% of companies use OSS/FS products, with
another 16% expecting to use OSS/FS in 2005”
(Wheeler, 2012). That has caught the attention
of companies such as Google, Red Hat, IBM,
Intel, Apple, Oracle, and Sony, all of which have
released their own OSS products.
Such
an
economically
important
activity
certainly warrants examination from multiple
perspectives. One such recent angle has been to
examine the motivation of the programmers who
collaborate to create OSS primarily on their own
time and without remuneration, i.e., as
volunteers. At one time those accounted for the
majority of OSS code. However, the playing field
has changed. There are those instances of major
corporations (as listed in previous paragraph)
paying programmers to write OSS code. Another
example relates to the popularity of Linux as the
primary operating system for servers on the
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Internet: 75% of the code of Linux is
contributed by paid programmers. There
remains a substantial portion of the total OSS
developers who contribute to OSS voluntarily
(Wheeler, 2007).
Many scholars have written on the topic of
motivation of OSS contributors. Many of those
seem to consider OSS contribution as a
completely or predominately voluntary activity.
However, no instances were found of any
examination similar to that done herein, which
addressed both paid and voluntary contributions
to OSS.
This paper examines the literature on motivation
of
OSS
developers,
on
motivation
of
programmers in general, and on motivation of
volunteers.
Given
that
motivation
is
individualized, this paper also examines the
literature on research into the personalities of
computer programmers. Then, it discusses the
implications of the findings in the literature
regarding directions for future research. It draws
conclusions
that
previously
recommended
research paths might not get at the question
thoroughly. This paper then suggests other
opportunities for future research to get to the
bottom of the question “What really motivates
volunteer OSS developers?”
2. LITERATURE REVIEW
Motivation to Create OSS (OSS web sites)
Before turning to the scholarly literature, some
enlightenment can be gained from considering
what OSS developers state as their motivation
to engage in OSS development. OSS developers’
opinions are more likely to be found on blogs or
on their own web sites rather than in the
scholarly literature. Four sample web sites
pertaining to OSS development provide the
insights presented below. It should be noted
that “motivation” in lay terms may be used to
mean extrinsic “goals,” “aims,” or even
“philosophies”
rather
than
intrinsic
“psychological motivators” used in scholarly
research (Luthans, 2011, p. 157).
Hughes (2004) emphasizes that “The open
source software I have seen is too good to be
done by people who aren’t very talented,
experienced engineers” and that many “are in
fact people who have a regular full time job.” He
emphasizes that there exists a gatekeeper on
each OSS project to enforce quality, plus quality
is enforced by standards and licensing rules.

Hughes also explains the following as “a few of
the better known reasons” why talented,
employed programmers moonlight in OSS,
conditions not necessarily present in day jobs.

“plaudits from peers,”

“technological challenges,”

opportunity to be one’s own boss,

sharing common interests with others,

making an important contribution to
something that will endure over time,

building additional work experiences.
Rhodes (2008) takes a different perspective,
noting that “Most open source software projects
were created by a programmer who needed a
piece of software to accomplish a certain task. …
the programmer decided to share it with the
world by publishing it under an open source
license.” Subsequent programmers discover that
software and make modifications to fit their
specific needs, giving rise to open source
communities and even to open source
businesses.
A third explanation blends elements of Hughes
and of Rhodes. Open Advocacy (2012)
emphasizes that “By sharing the source, people
are able to create a better product working
together than they could working apart.” That
sharing builds camaraderie desired by the
participants, encouraging a common opinion that
all software source code should be shared, i.e.,
open source.
Wheeler (2007) reports a 2002 survey found
that the top OSS developer motivations were







intellectually stimulating (44.9%)
improves skill (41.3%)
work functionality (33.8%)
code should be open (33.1%)
non-work functionality (29.7%)
obligation from use (28.5%)

from which he derived four groups:





Believers (19%): believe source code
should be open,
Learning and Fun (29%): for non-work
needs and intellectual stimulation,
Hobbyists (27%): need the code for a
non-work reason,
Professionals (25%): for work needs and
professional status.
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Motivation to Create OSS (scholarly)
This paper now turns to the scholarly literature
on the motivation to write OSS. Many scholars
have published on the topic. Von Krogh, et al.
(2012) have done a yeoman’s job compiling the
results of dozens of those OSS studies. Hence,
there is no need to duplicate their efforts herein.
Rather, highlights of their findings are in order.
Von Krogh, et al. explain that of the dozens of
research frameworks in the scholarly works they
examined, “the most frequent framework by far
has been the distinction between intrinsic and
extrinsic motivation in self-determination theory
(SDT),”
a
mainstay
psychological
and
organization behavior theory posited by Deci &
Ryan (1985). Subsequently, von Krogh, et al.
arbitrarily group the outcomes of forty research
studies they examined into ten motivational
categories under three headings, as illustrated in
by following list.






Intrinsic motivators
o Ideology
o Altruism
o Kinship
o Fun
Internalized Extrinsic
o Reputation
o Reciprocity
o Learning
o Own-use
Extrinsic
o Career
o Pay




A 2002 survey (Knosh, et al.) of 2,784 open
source and free software developers indicated a
median developer age of 26 years and a median
starting age of those developers of 22 years. (p.
8) Nearly 70% of the contributes spend ten or
fewer hours per week on such work. The
following list presents reasons (and respective
percent of responses) to join an OSS community
and to stay in an OSS community (p. 45).














Make money (4.4, 12.3)
Software should be open (30.1, 37.9)
Limit power of big software firms (19, 28.9)
Solve a specific problem (29.7, 29.6)
Get help w/good software product (23.8, 27)
Distribute software products (8.9, 10)
Build self reputation (9.1, 12)
Improve others’ sw products (33.7, 39.8)
Improve job opportunities (23.9, 29.8)
Participate in OSS/FS scene (30.6, 35.5)
Share knowledge and skills (49.8, 67.2)
Learn and develop new skills (78.9, 70.5)
Participate in cooperative form (34.5, 37.2)

Motivation of Computer Programmers

(p. 654)

Von Krogh, et al. state that “existing literature
does not provide satisfactory answers to three
differentiated questions as to why this [OSS]
phenomenon exists.” (p. 650). Those three
questions are framed in the context of the
values of social practice theory advocated by
philosopher Alasdair MacIntyre (1981). Each
question is well supported by theory and
research propositions. The three questions,
which are the basis for further research
advocated by von Krogh, et al. (pp. 666-8) are:


In Von Krogh, et al.’s concluding remarks is:
“there is ample room to investigate motivation
from
a
multitude
of
perspectives
and
methodological approaches.” (p. 671)

“How and why do OSS developers
produce high-quality software (goods)
when they do?”
“Why do OSS developers change
institutions?”
“Why do developers sustain the social
practice of OSS development?”

While Van Krogh, et al. present a literature
review that supports their research agenda, they
miss a large portion of research on motivation of
computer programmers. Hackman & Oldham
(1980) applied their job characteristics model
(JCM) and job diagnostic survey (JDS) to 6930
workers in 56 organizations and in dozens of
jobs in nine general job categories (p. 316).
Their findings were reported as Growth Need
Strengths (GNS) of the workers and Motivating
Potential Score (MPS) of jobs. The study has
been replicated many times in many settings
with similar results each time. JCM concepts are
components of other more complex, more
individualized motivational theories such as Deci
and Ryan (Carpenter, 2003).
JCM research indicates that high intrinsic work
motivation (as well as high quality work
performance, high work satisfaction, low
turnover, and low absenteeism) result from
three
critical
psychological
states:
(1)
experienced meaningfulness of work, (2)
experienced responsibility for outcomes of work,
and (3) knowledge of the results of activities.
Those three critical psychological states result
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from five core job dimensions: (1) skill variety,
(2) task identity, (3) task significance, (4)
autonomy, and (5) feedback. There is no
inherently good or bad level of MPS or GNS.
Rather, it is good when an employee’s GNS
matches the MPS of his job and it is bad when
there’s a mismatch (Hackman & Oldham, p. 90).
Cougar & Zawacki (1980) expanded Hackman &
Oldham’s
research
to
include
computer
professionals (i.e. programmers and systems
analysts) and computer operators. Their original
study
and
many
subsequent
studies
demonstrate that programmers/analysts have
significantly higher GNS than the next highest
category (i.e., other professionals) but their jobs
have nearly identical MPS as other professionals’
jobs. (p. 21)
An interesting subset of Cougar & Zawacki’s
findings
pertains
to
the
component
of
satisfaction levels of programmers. While
programmers have a higher level of general
satisfaction than do other professionals, their
levels of satisfaction with their co-workers and
with their supervisors tends to be significantly
less than those of other professionals. (p. 17)
Carpenter, et al. (2004) administered the JDS to
43 information technology (IT) employees in 13
different
IT
job
categories.
Only
one
programmer and one analyst were included in
the sample. There was no statistically significant
difference between MPS of the subjects’ jobs and
that of computer professionals in Cougar &
Zawacki. However, subjects’ GNS was statistical
equivalent to GNS of general white collar
workers, which is below that of general
professionals, which in turn in below that of
computer professionals. This indicates a greater
mismatch for IT jobs in general than there is for
analysts and programmers, between their
motivational needs and the motivation that their
jobs provide.
Motivation of Volunteers
Given that the majority of OSS is developed via
a volunteerism model, it is important to look at
the literature on motivating volunteers. Bang &
Ross (2009, p. 61) studied responses from 254
volunteers at sporting events using a specialized
instrument for measuring motivation of sporting
event volunteers. Their findings indicate sporting
event volunteers’ motivations are grouped into
seven factors: (1) expression of values, (2)
community
involvement,
(3)
interpersonal

contact, (4) career orientation, (5) personal
growth, (6) extrinsic rewards, and (7) love of
sports.
Millette & Gagné (2008) analyze the motivation
of 230 volunteers in a community clinic by
applying Hackman & Oldham’s JCM model.
Among other findings, they note that MPS of
volunteer positions is positively correlated with
workers’ levels of satisfaction (p. 17). That
indicates that the JCM concepts of motivation
apply similarly to volunteers as they do to paid
workers and that the JDS is usable in volunteer
settings.
Broekmeier (2010) warns against romanticizing
the volunteer aspect of free and open source
software (F/OSS or FLOSS) suggesting it is a
norm that contributions begin during college
when the volunteers have time and falls off if
the graduate does not get a job writing FLOSS
as a result of his contributions. He also seems to
doubt whether volunteers are any differently
motivated than paid contributors.
Berdou (2006) suggests that paid FLOSS
contributors drive the major free and open
source (F/OS) projects, while volunteers operate
on the periphery. She notes that the paid FLOSS
contributions have “been largely overlooked n
the F/OS literature.” (p. 201) The notion that
motivations
of
paid
versus
volunteer
programmers differ “has been challenged on
several fronts by researchers who draw attention
to the interconnections between the two spheres
of economic activity.” (p. 202)
Personality of Programmers
The Myers-Briggs Type Indicator (MBTI) has
been applied in hundreds of studies. By means
of a subject-answered survey, MBTI categorizes
a subject’s personality into one of sixteen types
that are measured on four dimensions, as
indicated by the pairs of terms in the list below.
Studies show occurrences in the United States
adult population to be distributed as follows, per
CAPT (2012):



Extroversion (E)
Introversion (I)

45-53%
47-55%




Sensing (S)
Intuiting (N)

66-74%
26-34%




Thinking (T)
Feeling (F)

40-50%
50-60%
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Judging (J)
Perceiving (P)

54-60%
40-46%

It is important to note that these ranges are
probably different in other cultures, as some
traits are valued and nurtured differently in
various cultures. It is also important to
recognize that people often behave differently
than would be predicted by their personality
types. (E&I, 2012)
Because they will come in handy later, the
author inserts at this point in the literature
review, four definitions. “Introversion” is “the act
of directing one's attention toward or getting
gratification from one's own interests, thoughts,
and feelings” (Introversion, 2012). “Sensing” is
“paying attention to physical reality” rather than
intuition (Sensing, 2012). “Thinking” is “the
action of using one's mind to produce thoughts”
(Thinking, 2012). “Judging” is “forming an
opinion about through careful weighing of
evidence and testing of premises (Judging,
2012). The other four MBTI anchor terms can be
derived as functional opposites of the ones just
presented.
Many web sites provide information as to which
jobs are best suited to which personality types.
One such source (Career Matches, 2012)
indicates that “computer programmer” is a good
match for four of the eight personality types that
include introversion but for only one of the eight
personality types that include extroversion. Also,
computer programmer is a good match for five
of the eight personality types that include
thinking, but none that include feeling; three
that include judging but two that include
perceiving; three that include intuiting, but two
that include sensing. It is unknown as to
whether those listings are supported by data and
statistical analysis. Therefore, it would be
irresponsible to conclude from that rundown that
computer programming aligns very strongly with
thinking
and
strongly
with
introversion.
Nonetheless, it is an interesting set of
information.
Similarly, one should be cautious about
statements not supported by sound research.
For example, in one essay is found: “I also
observed that most really good software
engineers were ENTJ, INTJ, ESTJ, ISTJ, ISFJ,
and ENTP (Hardiman 1997, p. 10). Questionable
also is an approach such listing software
programmer job requirements, mapping those to

a list of soft skills, and in turn arbitrarily
mapping those to the eight anchors on the four
MBTI scales in order to determine that “Most
programmers are introvert (I), sensing (S),
thinking (T) types.” (Capretz & Ahmed, 2010,
p.10) While the latter holds merit as a
hypothesis, there is no quantitative data in that
paper to support the claim.
Bentley (2005) cites McConnell (1999) as
estimating that 20-40% of programmers are
ISTJ or INTJ and that 80-90% of programmers
have personalities that include the thinking
element, but that programmers are evenly split
between sensing and intuiting. That would imply
that thinking and intuiting are overrepresented
in programmers by comparison to the general
U.S. population, according to the CAPT data on
the previous page, above. Bentley himself
concludes that the three great virtues of
programmers are laziness, impatience, and
hubris (2005, p. 7). However, per Bentley’s
definition, “efficient” and “quality-oriented”
might fit equally well.
In Capretz (2003), the literature review
discusses the results of four studies that used
MBTI to measure programmer personality types.
Capretz summarizes: “The common thread
running through the results of these studies in
the prevalence of introverts, thinking, judging,
and almost as many sensing as intuitive among
software professionals.” (p. 209) When this
author examines the data in those four studies
in light of the CAPT ranges, thinking and
intuiting
are
overrepresented
in
the
programmers studied. On the other hand,
introversion and judging percentages appear to
be within CAPT’s ranges.
Capretz’s own study of 100 software engineers
revealed 57% I, 67% S, 81% T, and 58% J (p.
211). By visual comparison to the CAPT ranges
for the general U.S. population, introversion is
slightly over-represented and thinking is hugely
over-represented, while sensing and judging are
within the CAPT ranges, although Capretz states
otherwise. Capretz notes that 24% of his sample
was scored as ISTJ, compared to 11.6% of the
general U.S. adult population (p. 212).
In addition to reporting on GNS of programmers
and MPS of their jobs, Cougar & Zawacki (1980)
also reported on a personality aspect of
programmers and system analysts, specifically
their social needs strengths (SNS). Subsequent
research with other programmers in other
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settings confirmed their findings. SNS is defined
as “an individual’s need to interact with others”
(p. 23). Programmers and analysts have a
substantially and statistically lower SNS than all
other professionals. It would be a logical leap to
connect low SNS with introversion. However, the
research did not explore that connection.
In addition to considering personality types,
some
researchers
consider
two-letter
combinations of the MBTI variables as definitions
of “temperaments.” Keirsey & Bates (1978)
present four temperaments: SP, SJ, NT, and NF,
which they label as artisans, guardians,
rationals,
and
idealists,
respectively.
Temperament letter combinations can be
identified in the findings of several of the
research studied discussed above. However,
Keirsey (2012) does not give potential
employment connections for the temperaments.
Rather, it specifies programming or related
positions as possibilities for a few of the MBTI
types in guardian and rational groups. Here also,
it would be dangerous to assume. Yet, in other
studies, the SJ and NT letters are associated
with programmers.
An aspect related to personality is behavior, the
difference being that behavior is observable
whereas personality is internal (Merrill & Reed,
1981, p. 7). Patterns of behavior can be grouped
by four social styles (p. 2). While there is no
stated correlation between social styles and
preferred employment type, the thinking
orientation of the analytical style (TRACOM,
2012) aligns with the overrepresentation of the
thinking (T) variable in some of the above stated
research. It is this author’s observation over the
years that most programmers also tend to
exhibit most of the other characteristics of the
analytical style.
3. DISCUSSION
Pursuing
questions
of
OSS
programmer
motivation by applying the concepts of social
practice theory (as advocated by von Krogh, et
al.) might indeed yield significant results.
Replication of that research with multiple
populations in multiple settings will be a long
term endeavor. It will be interesting to follow
the process through the scholarly publications
that result.
One challenge with treating the OSS community
from a sociological perspective is the rapid rate
of change occurring in that community. It is no

longer the predominately-volunteer set of
activities that it was a few short years ago.
Major corporate players are shaping the game as
much if not more so than are volunteers.
Moreover, some of recommended research
points about quality suggested by von Krogh, et
al. might be answered by simply looking to the
standards set by the Open Source Initiative.
Other suggested research points about how
developers shape organizations might be
answered by examining the reported recent
heavy involvement of large corporations which
might be the real shapers.
This author thinks important answers about
volunteer OSS developers’ motivation lie
elsewhere. Specifically, one can readily build
upon a large body of research on motivation and
personalities of programmers. The reason for
drawing on literature related to personality is
that motivation is individualized. Personalityoriented
research
gives
clues
to
the
individualistic nature of motivation. OSS
programmers are a subset of all programmers.
Measurement of OSS developers’ GNS, SNS,
MBTI types, and social styles, and MPS of their
jobs would provide linkages back to extensive
prior research.
If MPS was measured for both the programmers’
paid jobs and for their volunteer OSS activities,
differences might be seen that explain that they
engage in OSS development because doing so
provides important elements that are lacking in
their paid jobs. Such measurement could also be
tied to the literature on volunteers as it has been
show that JDS can be appropriately applied to
volunteer settings.
In particular, conducting such research could
show OSS involvement is the preferred form of
volunteerism for certain MBTI types who have
the necessary skills. Those with lower SNS might
find creating OSS to be a more desirable outlet
than volunteer work that requires more face-toface social interaction. The same could be said
for the thinking or any other personality
component in regard to OSS development.
Perhaps
programmers
volunteer
in
OSS
communities because they are stimulated by the
additional thinking required of them, or the
additional sensing, or the additional judging.
Perhaps they do not get enough of those in their
paid jobs.
Ultimately, the analysis could point out what
needs to be improved in programmers’ paid
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jobs. That would allow the application of job
design to improve those jobs’ motivating
potential. That is not to say that employers
would improve jobs solely in order to reduce the
amount of time their employees spend
moonlighting on OSS. Rather, the goal would be
to
improve
productivity,
satisfaction,
absenteeism, and turnover for those paid jobs.
Employers should no more object to their
employees volunteer involvement in OSS than to
other
employees
volunteering
for
other
community projects.
Despite the reality that motivation is highly
individualized, averages can be established to
explain groups of typical subjects. As those
analyses are performed, there are two groupings
that should be established. As noted above, a
growing portion of OSS is built as part of
programmers’ job assignments. The data for
those should be segregated from the data for
those who engage in OSS development
voluntarily. A third category would be those who
create OSS both as part of a paid job and as a
volunteer.
Another demographic breakdown to consider is
based on the off-used 80/20 rule of work. Above
it is reported that 10% of the OSS developers
have done 74% of the work. Perhaps those most
heavily involved in developing OSS do not have
paid jobs. It is unknown as to whether that ratio
still holds. If it does hold, and if those in that
minority are paid workers, perhaps they are less
motivated by their paid jobs than are those in
the majority. Or perhaps they are doing the OSS
work because it is part of their paid jobs.
Other worker, job, and employer demographics
should be collected as well as data about the
type of OSS and the amount of time expended.
It would be interesting to learn if there are age,
gender, education-level, or other considerations
that correlate with involvement in OSS. Given
today’s prevalence of offshore outsourcing of IT
jobs, including programming, one imperative of
such research should be to measure whether
programmer and job characteristics as well as
OSS involvement vary by geographic location.
One set of data that would greatly interest this
author is regarding those programmers who are
not involved in OSS development activities.
Some say that OSS engagement is the new
normal among programmers. If so, it might be
more revealing to learn why some (most?)
programmers do not become involved in OSS

creation. Ultimately, that could prove to be more
revealing than answers to why programmers do
engage in OSS development.
4. CONCLUSIONS
This paper was written partially in response to a
recent publication (Von Krogh, et. al, 2012)
that recommends a social practice theory-based
research agenda to determine why programmers
engage in OSS development. This author thinks
that it would be more productive to tie the OSS
question to the large body of prior research on
programmer
motivation,
programmer
personality, and volunteer motivation. Those
instruments are readily available. Hence, those
results could be generated more quickly, which
is important in a rapidly changing environment
as the OSS movement. Those findings might be
more widely received as more scholars have
been exposed to those concepts than to social
practice theory.
This author anticipates such research to yield
several specific results that align with the notion
that OSS involvement is the norm for younger
programmer and that the OSS movement now is
driven by corporations. They could be used as
hypotheses by those who might engage in that
research. It is expected such research will show:


Extensive involvement in OSS development
will vary with certain demographics,
especially age, education level, time on the
job, time proximity from college graduation,
and geographic location.



Demographics of OSS developers will show
that a majority of OSS contributions are now
being made by paid developers.



By comparison to those who are not
engaged or only tangentially engaged, those
programmers who are engaged extensively
in OSS development will have marginally
higher growth need strengths and different
personality types and social styles. However
those measures of all OSS contributors will
not be much different than all programmers.



The paid jobs of those who generate OSS on
their own time are deficient in terms of their
motivating potential, thereby falling short of
the
employees’
motivational
needs.
However, those jobs are no less deficient
than the jobs of programmers in general.
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Outside
OSS
engagement
fills
some
motivational void in those insufficient paid
jobs.



Those who spend extensive amount of time
engaged in OSS development will have
personality types, social styles, and social
needs strengths that are substantially
different from the general programmer
population.

Carpenter, D.A. (2003). Connecting Logotherapy
with motivational theories: Plan for research
& consulting regarding meaningfulness.
Proceedings of World Congress Logotherapy.
Carpenter, D. A., Slauson, G.J., Snyder, J., &
Winniford, M.A. (2007). Motivating &
managing computer personnel in 21st
century: expanding pilot study. Proceedings
of Mountain Plains Management Conference.
270-279.



OSS development allows programmers who
possess certain personality types to engage
in volunteerism that is not people-oriented.

Capretz, L. F. (2003) Personality types in
software engineering. International Journal of
Human-Computer Studies, 58(2). 207-214.



Developers’ goals for their engagement in
OSS will vary depending on whether they
are volunteers or paid contributors.

Capretz, L.F., & Ahmed, F. (2010). Making sense
of software development and personality
types. IT Professional, 12(1). 6-13.

The caveat to consider as such a research
project begins is to pay attention to the rapid
change in the OSS community. Both the above
set of opinions and the hypotheses that result
are subject to change with change in the nature
of the OSS phenomenon. A thorough review of
then-current literature generated by the OSS
community might serve the researchers well as
they deal with those ongoing inevitable changes.

Career matches by personality type. (2012).
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personality.info/personality-types/careers/.
Center for Applications of Psychological Types
(CAPT). (2012). Estimated frequencies of the
types in the United States population.
Retrieved
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